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Designer patterns + comfy cushioned finish

Why they’re different.
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Go ahead. Put these babies on with a pair of oxford shoes and watch them instantly Give 

your outfit a touch of vintage with our houndstooth socks. Popularized in the 1930’s, this 

classy and timeless pattern evokes an air of sophistication and a luxe, effortless lifestyle. 

In a cut and pattern flattering for both men and women alike, these socks will ensure 

you never go out of style.

Houndstooth
A touch of luxe vintage

Black & White
UNISEX
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Stripes are here to stay. And we couldn’t be happier. Our socks feature a 

classic base with a pop of color to spice things up. Wear them anywhere 

and everywhere. We would.

Stripe
Who doesn’t love stripes?

Grey/Teal
UNISEX UNISEX

Navy/Green



Who doesn’t love stripes?

STRIPE
Navy/Green
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Go ahead. Put these babies on with a pair of oxford shoes and watch them instantly 

elevate your style. We’re not kidding. Roll your pants up a bit, and voila !
Your day just got a little more fashionably fun. 

Spot
The perfect oxford sock.

Blue/Royal Grey/Blush
UNISEX UNISEX
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Motley Stripe
Multi-colored stripes to set you apart.
Add a  pop of color to your wardrobe with this modern, striped pattern. Whether 

you are adding a splash of color with a jean or dress pant, you won’t want to hide these 

socks. The perfect accessory for flight, travel, athletic recovery, spider veins, pregnancy, 

and so much more.

Coral

STYLE
New

Blue/Black
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15-20 mmHg

20-30 mmHg

15-20 mmHg

20-30 mmHg

Argyle
Old school is now new school
Argyle became fashionable after World War 1 when athletes started sporting the pattern 
as a part of their competitive attire. University students then followed suit, integrating 
the pattern into their preppy style. Give your outfit a dash of argyle for that sporty 
prepster look.

UNISEX
Chestnut

UNISEX
Smoke
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Usually woven into fabrics such as tweed or wool and used for suits and outerwear, the herringbone 
pattern is reminiscent of menswear and structured, ”put-together ” looks. Our version has a 
nylon / spandex blend that will stretch for your comfort, and will look great whether worn under 
dress pants or more casual bottoms.

Herringbone
Such a classic.

CharcoalMarine
UNISEX UNISEX
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Camo
Black/Grey
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Camo
The comfort is camouflaged... not missing.

This classic print never goes out of style, and if you’re looking for a way to make it feel fresh, 
these are the socks for you. Whether you’re styling them with a camo jacket or you’re making these 
socks the focal point of your outfit, these socks elevate & add just a little edge to your wardrobe.

COLOR
New

Black/Grey Green Pink
UNISEX UNISEX UNISEX
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Why they’re different.

Patterned knee highs with a dressy finish
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With polka dot fans like Elizabeth Taylor, Marilyn Monroe, and Christian Dior, and songs like “Polka 

Dots and Moonbeams” by Frank Sinatra, how could anyone not love this fun pattern and cultural 

phenomenon? Let’s raise our glasses (and our legs) to the polka dot. 

Polka dots – fun yet sophisticated.

Dot
KneeHighs™

AshBlack Buff
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KneeHighs™

Love the versatility & minimalism of solid colors but crave just a hint of pattern  to keep 

things interesting? From boardroom to boardwalk, these knee highs will keep you looking sharp 

in business attire, or effortlessly stylish when paired with your favorite jeans or khakis. 

Diamond
Just a hint of diamond.

15-20 mmHg

Black
UNISEX
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15-20 mmHg

KneeHighs™

Black

Everyone appreciates a beautiful flower. Ralph Waldo Emerson once said, “the earth laughs in 

flowers.” Well, why not wear them on your legs? Make your day a little brighter with our sheer floral 

knee highs. Who knows, maybe you’ll find yourself smiling and laughing a bit more than usual! 

Because you’re as pretty as a flower.
Floral
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medi has an easy to use numbering system for easy ordering. To ensure the accuracy of your order, 
please include the product item code when placing your order:

- ITEM NUMBER - First column in the item list and is 4 digits for all Rejuva items, ex. KDOT...

- COMPRESSION CLASS - Available compression options are listed with a 1 for 15-20 mmHg or a 2 for 20-30 mmHg, 
availability varies by style.     

- COLOUR CODES - Available colour options are listed with a 1 or 2 digit code for each product , ex. BU = Buff.

- SIZE CODES - Available sizes for each style are Small (1), Medium (2), Large (3), and X-Large (4). 

How to Order

18 - 20
7 - 8,5
28 - 38
11 - 15

20 - 25
8,5 - 10
30 - 43
12 - 17

25 - 28
10 - 11,5
33 - 46
13 - 18

28 - 33
11,5 - 13
36 - 51
14 - 20

S

ANKLE

CALF

M L XL
 
SIZING
IN CENTIMETER/INCH

Socks: measure A & B

Sizing Guide
How to determine your size:
Measure the narrowest part of your ankle and the widest part of your calf with a measuring tape to determine 
your size.

cm
in

cm
in

Care Instructions
Material Composition:75% nylon, 25% Lycra spandex. 
Latex free.
Machine wash cold on gentle cycle. Line dry. Do not use bleach.
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Styles

Dot 

Buff 
BU

Black 
BL

Ash 
AS

Diamond

Black 
BL

Floral

Black 
BL

Houndstooth

Black/White  Black/White  
BWBW

Herringbone

Marine Marine 
MAMA

Charcoal  Charcoal  
CRCR

Spot

Blue/royal 
BR

Grey/Blush  
GB

Stripe

Navy/Green  
NG

Grey/Teal  
GT

Camo

Pink  
PK

Green  
GR

Black/Grey  
BL

Argyle

Chestnut 
CH

Smoke  
SM

Motley Stripe

Black/Blue 
BL

Coral/Grey/Blue  
CO

15-20 mmHg  
and 20-30 mmHg 

New

Item Description 15-20 
mmHg

20-30 
mmHg Colours Size

KDOT1_ _ Sheer dot knee high ● ●BUFF (BU) ● BLACK (BL) ● ASH (AS) 1 - 4

KDOT2_ _ Sheer dot knee high ● ●BUFF (BU) ● BLACK (BL) 1 - 4

KDIA1_ _ Diamond knee high ● ● BLACK (BL) 1 - 4

KDIA2_ _ Diamond knee high ● ● BLACK (BL) 1 - 4

KFLO1_ _ Floral knee high ● ● BLACK (BL) 1 - 4

KARG1_ _ Argyle knee high ●  CHESTNUT (CH)  SMOKE (SM) 1 - 4

KARG2_ _ Argyle knee high ●  CHESTNUT (CH)  SMOKE (SM) 1 - 4

KHOU1_ _ Houndstooth knee high ●  BLACK/WHITE (BW) 1 - 4

KHER1_ _ Herringbone knee high ● ● MARINE (MA) ● CHARCOAL (CR) 1 - 4

KHER2_ _ Herringbone knee high ● ● MARINE (MA) 1 - 4

KSPT1_ _ Spot knee high ● ●BLUE/ROYAL (BR) ●GREY/BLUSH (GB) 1 - 4

KSTR1_ _ Stripe knee high ● NAVY/GREEN (NG)  GREY/TEAL (GT) 1 - 4

KCAM1_ _ Camo knee high ●  PINK (PK)  BLACK/GREY (BL)  GREEN (GR) 1 - 4

KCAM2_ _ Camo knee high ●  PINK (PK)  BLACK/GREY (BL)  GREEN (GR) 1 - 4

KMST1_ _ Motley stripe knee high ●  BLACK/BLUE (BL)  CORAL (CO) 1 - 4

KMST2_ _ Motley stripe knee high ●  BLACK/BLUE (BL)  CORAL (CO) 1 - 4

  The first space refers to the colour. The last space refers to the size: small = 1    medium = 2    large = 3    x-large = 4 
Example: KDOT1BU 3 = Sheer Dot Knee High, 15-20 mmHg, colour buff, size 3
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medi Canada
597 Duvernay St.
Verchères, Quebec  J0L 2R0
T 1 800 361-3153
F 1 888 583-6827
service@medicanada.ca
medicanada.ca


